
THE SPORTS CARS OF 2013



Sports Cars are all about performance. They aren’t the most practical or fuel-
efficient. Most sports cars have two doors and a small cargo area that’s covered by 
either a hatchback or a traditional trunk. Some come in convertible form.Almost 
all sports cars have rear-wheel drive. Prices vary greatly and range from about 
$20,000 to $100,000 plus. Engines types are all over the board as well. Some offer 
high-revving four cylinders while others pack fire-breathing V8s.  Though there 
are no traditional sports-car classes, they do generally fall into three groups: Cool 
Cruisers, Pony Cars, and Super Cars. Cool Cruisers are generally small in size and 
come with either four-cylinder or V6 engines -- think Hyundai Genesis Coupe 
and Nissan 350Z. They have small, but useful, back seats and reasonable cargo 

space. Don’t be fooled by looks or size, these Cool Cruisers pack a punch when 
you stomp the go pedal. You know Pony Cars as Camaro, and Challenger. They 
are rear-drive V6- and V8-powered performance cars that have the potential to 
double as super cars in a pinch. Top-line pony cars can get quite expensive but 
have the chops to play with the big boys.uper Cars are traditionally the highest-
performing cars on the road and are often the choice of the hard-core enthusiast. 
Sports cars have high sticker prices, but thanks to new technologies, are becoming 
more useful to daily drivers. Almost all have high-strung V8 engines and fat rear 
tires.

MODERN DAY MUSCLE



2013 Hyundai Gensis Coupe
BEAUTIFUL IN ITS NATURAL 
HABITAT. THE PASSING LANE.
What would you do with a 348-hp Hyundai-powered, purpose-built 
Genesis Coupe? Rhys Millen has his eye set on a new Pikes Peak 
unlimited world record. Hyundai and the fastest man to the top are back 
for another exciting run. You don’t need to look under the hood to know 
that the Genesis Coupe is fast. All you have to do is take one look at its 
design. The signature drop-beltline rear windows give the driver better 
over-the-shoulder visibility. While the dual exhaust and new LED tail 
lights create an impressive sound and appearance that means business.

CLIMB INTO THE COCKPIT
What’s on the inside? Well, there’s an updated 
leather-wrapped steering wheel, electroluminescent 
gauges, generous seat bolsters, and a leather-wrapped 
ergonomic 

INNOVATIVE  SAFETY
Strategically placed crumple zones, six airbags 
and side-impact door beams offer protection. A 
full complement of active safety features including 
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and Traction 
Control System (TCS) help keep you out of trouble.

EXPRESSIVE EXTERIOR
Your first exposure to the Coupe is likely to be 
revealed through your rearview mirror. At the next 
stop sign you’ll see the dual, asymmetrical chrome 
exhaust tips, new LED tail-lights and available 19-
inch dark graphite-finish alloy wheels.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

•  4.6 Liter/429-hp direct injection (GDI) V8 engine named 
one of Ward’s 10-Best Engine designs.

•  12-way power-adjustible heated/cooled driver seat with 
massage settings.

•   Driver seat with power adjustable lumbar support.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
•  Advanced navigation and Driver Information System   

with 8” LCD display. 12 -way power driver seat
•  Available rear command console with thermoelectric 

refrigerated storage compartment.
•  Heated steering wheel with audio/Bluetooth/cruise 

controls.
• Infinity premium brand stereo system.
• XM w/NavTraffic satellite radio.
• AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3   
 Playback stereo.
• Power glass sunroof.
•  Rain-repelling acoustic laminated glass and auto 

defogging.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
• [ 2.0T] 2.0 Liter 274-hp (4-cyl). [2.0 R-Spec] 2.0 Liter 

274-hp  Turbocharged (4-cyl). [3.8 Grand Tourning] 3.8 
Liter 348-hp (V6). [3.8 Track] 3.8 Liter 348-hp (V6).2013 Hyundai Gensis Coupe



2013 Dodge Challenger
THE LEGEND CONTINUES.
You didn’t go back in time. The Dodge Challenger is just a muscle car 
that stays true to its heritage. It’s called being authentic, and it’s what the 
Challenger is all about. The 2013 Dodge Challenger sets the standard for 
charm and performance. Just as it did back then. The new Dodge Challenger 
R/T Redline enters the scene with iconic styling and a commanding 
presence. From the body-color grille surround and unique dual-color 
custom body side stripe to the 20-inch Rallye Redline gloss black chrome 
aluminum wheels with red backbone, this is a ride that demands attention.

ONE RIDE. FIVE PEOPLE.
The Dodge Challenger has room for 5 adults - that’s more 
than any other muscle car. Which means you can go for a 
power trip, and a road trip, in the same car. Sound controls 
right where you want them. Available paddle shifters right 
where you need them. Change the music or the gears right 
from the steering wheel.

ARRIVE IN STYLE. SAFELY.
The Dodge Challenger has standard safety & security 
features you’d expect, like side-curtain airbags and electronic 
stability control with brake assist. Along with those you 
wouldn’t, like a ready-alert braking, hill start assist and 
active front head restraints.

CLASSIC STYLE. MODERN 
PERFORMANCE.
The Dodge Challenger set the standard for classic muscle once. 
And now its doing it again. With chrome tip dual exhaust, 
beautifully sculpted hoods with scoops, and available 20-inch 
wheels, the muscle car is back. And it has more to flex than ever.

2013 Dodge Challenger

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 5.7 Liter/375-hp V8 engine.
•  14 -way power multi-level heating driver and passenger 

seat.
•  Driver and passenger seat with power adjustable lumbar 

support. 
• Audio and cruise controls on steering wheel
•  Transmission controls and audio controls on steering 

wheel.
• Tilt and telescopic steering wheel.
• 6 total speakers with 168 watts of stereo output
•  Auxiliary MP3 audio input.
•  AM/FM in-dash 6 CD/DVD with CD MP3 Playback 

stereo.
• Element antenna.
• Pre-wired for phone
• Variable intermittent wipers.
•  Rain-repelling acoustic laminated glass and auto defogging.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
•  SXT 3.6 Liter 305-hp (V6). R/T 5.7 Liter 375-hp (V8). SRT8 

Core 6.4 Liter 470-hp (V8). SRT8 6.4 Liter 470-hp (V8). 



2013 Nissan 370z
PERFORMANCE IS STILL A ONE 
LETTER WORD
The 370Z® is powered by a 332-horsepower, 3.7-liter V6. The engine 
features Variable Valve Event and Lift (VVEL) technology that 
continuously tunes valve timing for quicker response and optimal 
fuel efficiency. All this engineering may sound intriguing on paper, 
but the exhilaration from idle to the 7,500-rpm redline is pure magic.

DRIVER OBSESSED COCKPIT

The 370Z® employs a three-layer design 
philosophy that makes you feel completely 
connected the instant you sit down. 

350 HP WITH ATTITUDE
Its name is synonymous with passion, expertise, and 
especially the height of Nissan performance. It puts 
it all into everything it builds, from championship-
winning racecars and accessories for street cars, to 
one of the world’s most desirable sports cars

HI-TECH TOOLKIT
Plug your iPod into the available USB input and you 
can control its functions through the audio system 
or touch-screen monitor. You can also play digital 
music files from a USB flash drive or other compatible 
storage device.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

2013 Nissan 370z

• 3.7 Liter/332-hp V6 engine.
•  Height adjustable driver seat.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• 12V front power outlets.
• Climate control.
•  Heated steering wheel with audio/Bluetooth/cruise 

controls.
•  4 total speakers.
• Sirius w/Sirius traffic satellite radio.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player stereo.
•  Auxiliary MP3 audio input..
• Element antenna.
• Rear power sunshine.
•  Rear defogger.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
• Base 3.7 Liter 332-hp (V6). Touring 3.7 Liter 332-hp (V6)  
 NISMO 3.7 Liter 350-hp (V6). 



2013 Chevrolet Camaro
IMAGINE WAKING UP TO THIS 
EVERY MORNING
It starts when you get that first glance of the unmistakable design. Those 
deep-set eyes, the rear shoulders sculpted from an impressive one-piece, 
body side panel. Oh, there’s an immediate chemistry alright. But it’s on 
that first real driving date that you’ll really be hooked — because Camaro 
Coupe’s beauty isn’t only skin deep. It’s the 323-horsepower V6. Or the 
massive boost behind the 426-horsepower V8 available on SS, including the 
SS with the track-ready 1LE Performance Package.It won’t take you long to 
realize that this one is different from all the other cars you’ve driven before. 
This really was meant to be

YOUR COMMAND AND CONTROL 
CENTER
The Driver Information Center has been designed to 
let you monitor your vehicle’s vital stats at a glance 
so you can keep your eyes where they belong — on 
the road.

RUNS CIRCLES AROUND YOUR 
EXPECTATIONS 
Once you’re strapped in and ready for takeoff, you’ll 
notice that the Camaro Coupe interior is designed 
to make your rule of the road as comfortable and 
instinctive as possible.

ALL THAT POWER AND IMPRESSIVE MPG
Not only does the Camaro Coupe’s V6 boast 323 
horses that will propel you from 0–60 in 6.4 seconds. 
But it also offers impressive fuel efficiency: 30 MPG 
highway for the 6-speed automatic transmission 2LS.
performance.2013 Chevrolet Camaro

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 6.2 Liter/426-hp Supercharged V8 engine.
• 8 -way power driver and passenger seat.
• Folding rear seatback
• Audio and cruise controls on steering wheel.
•  Bluetooth wireless data link for hands-free phone.
•  Hard drive based display w/voice directions navigation 

system.
•  Heated steering wheel with audio/Bluetooth/cruise 

controls.
• 9 total speakers with 245 watts stereo output
• Sirius XM satellite radio
•  AM/FM stereo
• 12 Months of provided satellite radio service.
• Auxiliary audio input and iPod integration
• Boston Acoustics premium brand speakers
• Rear power sunshine.
•  Remote power door locks.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
• LS 3.6 Liter/323-hp (Manual)(V6). LT 3.6 Liter/323-  
 hp (V6) SS 6.2 Liter/426-hp (V8). ZL1 6.2 Liter/580-hp   
 (Supercharged)(V8.)



2013 BMW M3 Coupe

2013 BMW M3 Coupe
RACECARS SHOULDN’T BE 
CONFINED TO RACETRACKS.
The fourth generation of the M3 is here and making quite a 
powerful impression on the street. It boasts the most powerful 
engine ever outfitted in a BMW paired with a high-torque 7-speed 
M-Double Clutch. And just like its predecessor, its roof is molded 
from natural Carbon Fiber Composite for a more athletic stance.

HANDLING, RIDE AND BRAKING
Vehicle-speed-sensitive variable-assist (Servotronic), 
variable-ratio power steering. Twin-tube gas-
pressure shock absorbers with M Compound 4-wheel 
ventilated anti-lock disc brakes (ABS) with Dynamic 
Brake Control (DBC).

ONBOARD NAVIGATION
With the route taken care of, you can concentrate on 
more important things - like enjoying every twist and 
turn along the way. Our optional onboard navigation 
system, controlled via iDrive, uses GPS satellites and 
digital map for Traffic Information.

PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
4.0-liter, 28-valve 414-hp V-8 engine with M Twin-
Power Turbo technology, High Precision Direct 
Injection, 4 overhead camshafts, and Double-VANOS 
steplessly variable valve timing.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 4.0 Liter/414-hp V8 engine.
• 14 -way power driver and passenger seats.
•  Driver and Passenger seats with power adjustable lumbar 

support
• Dual-zone temperature controls. 
• 12V front power outlet(s)
• Height adjustable driver and Passenger seats.
•  Destination guidance (also Turn-by-Turn Navigation).
•  Heated steering wheel with audio/Bluetooth/cruise 

controls.
•  8 total speakers.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD/DVD with CD MP3 Playback 

stereo.
•  Auxiliary audio input and iPod/iPhone integration.
• 7.1 surround audio (discrete)
• Rear power sunshine.
•  Rear defogger.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
• Base 4.0 Liter 414-hp (V8).



2013 Dodge Charger
 

THE 21ST CENTURY OFFSPRING OF 
THE ORIGINAL FASTBACK COUPE.
The Dodge Charger’s sleek, aerodynamic body with scalloped lines, 
brawny fenders, commanding cross hair grille, and bright tipped dual 
exhaust comprise a design that demands respect. The 2013 Charger 
SRT® hits the performance enthusiast mark with precision, boasting 
familiar helmeted graphics, bold stripes and a heritage of fun and fast. 

SADDLE IN
Drive Dodge Charger inside a calm and comfortable 
interior. Available heated front and rear seats with 
French seam accent stitching, a standard six-way 
power driver’s seat, and noise-dampening features to 
help keep the interior quiet.

BLAZE THROUGH THE NIGHT.
HID headlamps leads, LED taillamps follows. Using 
Standard High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps 
and projector foglamps illuminate the path ahead, as 
the signature 164-LED racetrack taillamps smoulder 
for others to follow.

HIGH-TECH, LIGHT TOUCH.
You’re in command with an available touchscreen, 
center-mounted dashboard and display controls. 
Keep your hands warm with an available heated 
steering wheel. And skip to your favorite songs from 
the steering wheel with available voice command.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

2013 Dodge Charger

• 5.7 Liter/370-hp V8 engine.
• 8 -way power driver and passenger seat.
• Driver and Passenger seat with power adjustable lumbar   
 support.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• Audio and cruise controls on steering wheel.
•  Audio/Video Input pre-wired for iPhone.
•  Heated steering wheel with audio/Bluetooth/cruise 

controls.
• 15 total speakers with 1 subwoofer.
• XM satellite radio.
•  AM/FM in-dash 6 CD/DVD stereo.
• Auxiliary audio input and iPod integration.
• DVD based display w/voice directions navigation system.
• Rear power sunshine.
•  Rain-repelling acoustic laminated glass and auto 

defogging.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
• SXT 3.6 Liter 292-hp (V6). R/T 5.7 Liter 370-hp (V8).   
 SRT8 Suberbee 6.4 Liter 470-hp (V8). SRT8 6.4   
 Liter 470-hp (V8.)



INTERIOR ATMOSPHERE
From the electroluminescent glow of the gauges 
and knobs, to the designed feel of every switch and 
button, the interior unifies elegant, functional design 
with handcrafted details. Comfort with innovation. 
Artistry with precision.

COCKPIT DESIGN
A spacious interior, with the intimacy and intelligent 
design of a cockpit. The gauges move in sync with the 
3-spoke steering wheel when you adjust it, so they’re 
always in clear view. Controls are mounted on the 
wheel, positioned for instinctive use.

THE INFINITI TOTAL OWNERSHIP 
EXPERIENCE
At Infiniti, we are committed to infusing true 
reward into every aspect of ownership. We honor 
this commitment with personalized service that 
recognizes, and anticipates your individual needs.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 3.7 Liter/330-hp V6 engine.
•  10-way multi-level power driver seat and 8-way multi-

level power passenger seat
•  Driver seat with power adjustable lumbar support.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• 12V front power outlet.
•  Universal remote transmitter (for garage door, security 

system, etc.)
• Cruise control.
• 11 total speakers with 1 subwoofer.
• XM w/NavTraffic satellite radio.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3 

Playback stereo.
• Video monitor and DVD player.
• Rear power sunshine.
•  Rain-repelling acoustic laminated glass and auto 

defogging.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
•  G37 3.7 Liter 330-hp (V6). G37x 3.7 Liter 330-hp (V6). 

G37 Sport 3.7 Liter 330-hp (V6). G37 IPL 3.7 348-hp 
(V6).

2013 Infiniti G37 coupe

2013 Infiniti G37 coupe
A PASSION FOR PERFORMANCE.
Every new Infiniti comes with the peace of mind of Standard Infiniti 
Limited Warranties, including 6-year/70,000-mile powertrain and 
4-year/60,000-mile basic coverage. Nine additional standard warranties 
provide broad coverage for worry-free ownership. Or opt for the Infiniti 
Elite Extended Protection Plan[*] which covers your Infiniti for up to 
7 years or 100,000 miles and extends your 4-year Roadside Assistance. 
Visit the Ownership section for more detailed warranty information.



2013 Cadillac  CTS Coupe

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 3.6 Liter/318-hp V6 engine.
•  8-way multi-level power driver seat and 8-way multi-level 

power passenger seat
•  Driver seat with power adjustable lumbar support.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• Cruise control.
• Bose premium brand speakers.
• 8 total speakers with 1 subwoofer.
• Sirius XM satellite radio.
• Auxiliary MP3 audio input.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3 

Playback stereo.
• Video monitor and DVD player.
• Rear power sunshine.
•  OnStar telecommunications service
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
•  Base 3.6 Liter 318-hp (V6). Performance 3.6 Liter 318-hp 

(V6). Premium 3.6 Liter 318-hp (V6). CTS-V 6.2 Liter 
551-hp (V8).

2013 Cadillac CTS Coupe
DRIVERS, TAKE NOTICE. RIVALS, 
TAKE NOTES.
The 2013 CTS Coupe displays an impressive balance of performance and 
styling. A truly dramatic presence can be seen in both its deeply sculpted 
lines and highly responsive 318 HP 3.6L direct-injection engine. As smart as 
it is stunning, the CTS Coupe features amenities like Adaptive Remote Start, 
keyless access and available Side Blind Zone Alert15. The available Touring 
Package elevates the CTS beyond its already extraordinary character. Standard 
performance engineering includes a limited-slip differential, which enables 
excellent high-speed stability with comfortable low-speed maneuverability.

WIDE STANCE
The CTS Coupe displays an assertive, wide stance 
that gives the coupe an aggressive bearing. More than 
a mere design statement, a wider stance achieves 
greater balance and increased responsiveness on the 
road.

ZF STEERING GEAR
The ZF Servotronic® 2 rack-and-pinion steering 
is designed to be highly responsive. Speed-
sensitive, variable-ratio and power-assisted, it gives 
instantaneous steering feedback for more accurate 
control and a more direct connection to the road.

SLEEK APPEARANCE
The CTS Coupe exudes a sleek appearance that 
questions everything. Its angular silhouette, 
unconventional edges and distinctive rooflines were 
all purposefully executed. Every aspect of its design 
has been crafted with a keen eye for detail.



2013 Jaguar XKR

DISTINCTIVE “R” DESIGN
The high-performance potential of the XKR is 
apparent at a glance. It is distinguished by its black 
finish upper and lower mesh grilles, body-color hood 
louvers incorporating a “Supercharged” script motif 
and, of course, “R” badges front and rear.

THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
XK interior appointments are finished to the most 
luxurious standards. Leather is used extensively within 
the XK passenger cabin, along with handcrafted wood 
veneers and smooth metallic trim.

HEADLIGHTS WITH INTELLIGENCE
To see into the night, bi-function HID xenon 
headlights are standard. Active Front Lighting, 
optional on XK and standard on XKR and XKR-S, 
directs the headlight beam to bend in the direction of 
the steering for added visibility at night.

2013 Jaguar XKR
READY TO POUNCE
Save “cold” for the Germans, and square for the domestics. The XK 
has classic, ground-hugging proportions, with a long hood, powerful 
contours and minimal overhangs. Its sweeping, athletic lines hold 
immense visual energy. In short: This is a strikingly beautiful car. But 
it also has intelligence. Aluminum construction yields exceptional 
body rigidity and torsional stiffness, plus an excellent power-to-weight 
ratio to deliver precise handling and pulse-quickening performance.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 5.0 Liter/330-hp Supercharged V8 engine.
•  16-way multi-level power driver seat and 8-way multi-

level power passenger seat
•  Driver seat with power adjustable lumbar support.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• 12V front power outlets.
• Cruise control.
• Bower & Wilkins premium brand speakers.
• 8 total speakers with 525 watts of stereo output.
• Sirius XM satellite radio.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3 

Playback stereo.
• Auxiliary audio input and iPod integration.
• Video monitor and DVD player.
• Rear power sunshine.
• Rear defogger.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
•  XKR 5.0 Liter 510-hp (Supercharged)(V8). XKR-S 5.0 

Liter 550-hp (Supercharged)(V8).



2013 Nissan GTR

2013 Nissan GTR
IT’S NOT A SUPERCAR. IT’S THE 
SUPERCAR.
Hit the accelerator and you feel more than raw power. The 545-hp twin-
turbo V6 has massive strength, but it’s highly refined, even earning 
a ULEV-II emissions rating. Rather than traditional cast-iron liners, 
each cylinder features a unique plasma coating with an independent 
intake system for each bank of cylinders. The powerful twin turbo takes 
advantage of a Premium Midship (PM) design for balance, where much 
of the engine sits back in the chassis. Uniquely brilliant, built to perform.

CUSTON PERFORMANCE
The 3 Mode system is what makes GT-R® so 
remarkably versatile, allowing you to adjust 
transmission, suspension, and VDC settings on 
the fly. Need maximum performance? Switch into 
R-Mode for everyday driving, and long distances.

ANYONE, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
The volume of the sound system is automatically 
adjusted depending on speed. As vehicle speed 
increases, the volume is subtly increased to match the 
driving environment.

EXTERIOR DESIGN
To provide a rigid platform, Nissan engineers 
pioneered a unique hybrid body using high-strength 
steel, die-cast aluminum, carbon fiber and composite 
materials. The front shock housing is a single die-cast 
aluminum structure.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 3.6 Liter/330-hp Twin-turbocharged V6 engine.
• 8-way multi-level power driver seat and 4-way multi-level  
 power passenger seat
•  Height adjustable driver seat.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• Cruise control
• Bose premium brand stereo system.
• 11 total speakers with 2 subwoofers.
• XM w/NavTraffic satellite radio.
• Auxiliary audio input and iPod integration.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3 

Playback stereo.
• DVD player.
• Memory card slot.
•  Variable intermittent wipers.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
•  Premium 3.6 Liter 545-hp (Twin-turbocharged)(V6). 

Black Edition 3.6 Liter 545-hp (Twin-turbocharged)(V6).



2013 Scion FR-S

2013 Scion FR-S
THE SCION SERIES FR-S IS READY 
TO ROLL
The Scion FR-S has classic, ground-hugging proportions, with a long 
hood, powerful contours and minimal overhangs. Its sweeping, athletic 
lines hold immense visual energy. In short: This is a strikingly beautiful 
car. But it also has intelligence. Aluminum construction yields exceptional 
body rigidity and torsional stiffness, plus an excellent power-to-weight 
ratio to deliver precise handling and pulse-quickening performance.

FRUGAL ON FUEL
When it comes to fuel efficiency, Corolla has been the 
example right from the start. We designed the engine 
to help you deal with the ever-increasing cost of fuel, 
so Corolla offers EPA-estimated mpg of 27 city/34 
highway.

DESIGNED FOR YOUR DRIVE
The first thing you notice about the FR-S seats isn’t 
just their level of sophistication little effort is required 
to get in and out of them. Covered with a unique and 
inviting available sport fabric, Scion’s FR-S seats offer 
comfort beyond expectation for a car in this class.

HEADLIGHTS WITH INTELLIGENCE
Hot car. Hot color. The FR-S Special Edition is 
available in striking Hot Lava, which makes it stand 
out no matter where you go. This limited edition color 
means your nights out in the city will be even hotter.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 2.0 Liter/200-hp 4-cly engine.
•  Height adjustable driver seat.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• 12V front power outlet.
• Cruise control.
• 8 total speakers.
• Pioneer premium brand stereo system.
• Auxiliary audio input and iPod integration.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3 

Playback stereo.
• Bluetooth wireless data link for hands-free phone.
• Rear power sunshine.
•  Rear defogger.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
• Base 2.0 Liter 200-hp (4-cyl). 10 Series 2.0 Liter 200-hp   
 (4-cyl).



2013 BMW M6 Coupe

2013 BMW M6 Coupe
AN ADRENALINE RUSH POWERED 
BY 560 HORSES.
After a two-year hiatus, the third generation of the M6 is back and 
making quite a powerful impression on the street. It boasts the most 
powerful engine ever outfitted in a BMW paired with a high-torque 
7-speed M-Double Clutch. And just like its predecessor, its roof is 
molded from natural Carbon Fiber Composite for a more athletic stance.

HANDLING, RIDE AND BRAKING
Vehicle-speed-sensitive variable-assist (Servotronic), 
variable-ratio power steering. Twin-tube gas-
pressure shock absorbers with M Compound 4-wheel 
ventilated anti-lock disc brakes (ABS) with Dynamic 
Brake Control (DBC).

PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
4.4-liter, 32-valve 560-hp V-8 engine with M Twin-
Power Turbo technology, High Precision Direct 
Injection, 4 overhead camshafts, and Double-VANOS 
steplessly variable valve timing.

ONBOARD NAVIGATION SYSTEM WITH 
TRAFFIC ALERTS
With the route taken care of, you can concentrate on 
more important things - like enjoying every twist and 
turn along the way.

HIGHLIGHTS AND AVAILABLE FEATURES

• 4.4 Liter/560-hp V8 engine.
•  14-way multi-level power driver seat and 8-way multi-

level power passenger seat
•  Driver seat with power adjustable lumbar support.
• Dual-zone temperature controls.
• 12V front power outlet.
•  Universal remote transmitter (for garage door, security 

system, etc.)
• Cruise control.
• 16 total speakers with 2 subwoofers.
• IPod/iPhone integration.
•  AM/FM in-dash single CD player with CD MP3 

Playback stereo.
• Video monitor and DVD player.
• Rear view camera.
•  Rear defogger.
• Vehicle Stability Management System. 
•  Base 4.4 Liter 560-hp (V8).




